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Technology
Tips for Finding Foreign Films using the Library Catalog
I will admit it, creating a list of foreign films using the library?s catalog can be a frustrating
experience for many patrons; however, it can be done and it is simpler than you might think.
Here are some tips to help you generate a list of foreign films in various languages. Read
more »
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Celebrating Seuss with Stories and Song

Friday, March 2 is Dr. Seuss' Birthday! Visit the Main
Library Children's Dept. Friday afternoon between 4 and 5:30 pm and make a joyful noise
using the Dr. Seuss Band app for iPad. We'll have one of our iPads out at the "Ask Questions
Here" desk for you to try. You can create your own crazy musical instrument and compose
your own song. (If you have your own iPad, iPhone or iPod Touch, you can download this app
for free, for a limited time. See the iTunes Preview page for details.) Read more »
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Digital Learning Day is February 1

For decades now, teachers and others have recognized that technology can play a role in
enhancing education and opportunities for learning. To help promote the efforts of teachers
who have effectively incorporated technology in their instructional practices - and to
encourage others to experiment with digital tools and discover how they may be used to
strengthen student learning - the Alliance for Excellent Education has declared Feburary 1 as
national Digital Learning Day. Read more »
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3D or not to 3D

A while back I posted an article on this blog called ?In Praise of Black and White.? In it I
mentioned that the invention of color film brought about a number of films that focused on
color shock effects and explosions rather than focusing on the story. I believe that many of the
films made today would not seem as good to us if we were forced to watch them in black and
white. Today we have a rise in another new gimmick format called 3D. Read more »
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